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Work has proceeded in the curijnt year very much along the linos 
discussed in detail in last year's proposal and progress reports. Broadly, 
it consists of a detailed description and analysis of the mechanisms of 
gene transfer and recombination as exemplified by the pneumococcus 
transformation system. Among the aspects of particular* interest at the 
present time is the analysis of the hex system, which has strong parallels 
to the process thought to account for gene conversion in current models 
of recombination in higher systems. In pursuing this topic, it became 
clear that having other kinds of recombination phenomena to work with 
would be valuable, and work has proceeded rapidly with the recently 
discovered phages of pneumococcus. The results extend greatly the genetic 
tools for this system, in which heretofore transformation has been the 
only assay. Some of the areas of current progress are described below. 

Phage Studies: 
On the phages, significant results have been obtained in tne last 

year with respect to (a) the finding of transfection and characterizing 
the mode of entry of transfecting DNA; (b) the characterization of a D.N'ase-
resistant gene transfer agent from phage infected cells, which has some 
but not all the properties expected of a generalised transducing phage; 
(c) the study of multijslicity reactivation of UV-irradiated phage in a 
UV-sensitive pneumococcal host. Our earlier findings of a strong cation 
effect on the growth of the phages at high cell density - a result crucial 
to much of the subsequent work because it allows preparation of large 
quantities of phage and phage DNA - has been described in a paper 
submitted to the Journal of Virology, along with a number of other 
properties of the phages which provide a background to our current work 
(see ORO-5941-27). In addition, a paper will be presented at the American 
Society of Biological Chemists meetings next month in San Francisco, on 
the results fromrtransfection studies which strongly imply that transfecting 
DNA enters pncumococcus as single strands by the same pathway as does 
transforming DNA (see 0R0-3941-29, attached). This work will also be 
presented at the Transformation Meetings in Colorado in June, and probably 
at the 3rd European Meeting on Transformation and Transfection in Granada, 
Spain in early September. This finding suggests that prior interpretations 
of the fate of in vitro-prepared heteroduplex transfecting DNAs need to be 
reexamined, in that the original heteroduplex containing mismatched DNA 
sequences does not in fact enter the cell as a unit, but as single strands 
which presumably have to reassociate, at least in part, inside the cell. 

Part of the evidence for single-strand entry of transfecting DNA is that 
cell strains deficient in the membrane-bound endonuclcase, found by Lacks to 
be essential for uptake of transforming DNA as single strands, are more 
deficient for transfection than for transformation. However, prior work in 
B. subtilis, by Green, Trautner, and others argued strongly that a recombinati 
event is prerequisite to successful transfection. Although our evidence 
that two strands enter independently suggests that they must later reassociate 
thereby requiring a physical recombination of two DNA particles, it was possib 
that the endonuclease required for entry might also be essential for a later 
phase of recombination, and that this is why endo-deficient strains do not 
transfect. 



A new gene transfer process. Since we had found what appeared to be a 
generalised transducing phage, we used it as a test for a presumed double-
strand recombination process differing in character from the single-strand 
integration event of transformation. Much to our surprise this "transduction" 
was deficient in every strain in which mutation of the tndonuclease led to 
deficiency in transformation and transfection. This result left a large 
question mark next to the argument about the transfection process, as 
described above. However, what we now believe is that we have found a phage-
associated, DNase-resistant, gene transfer activity (GTA) that is not, in 
fact, a classical transducing particle, but a heretofore undescribed 
phenomenon. The evidence so far in hand is this: (1) Gene tiansfer 
requires endonucleasc; (2) Marker ratios are dependent on the hex system of 
pneumococcus and LE markers are hypersensitive to UV, just as for transfoi'-
mation. This implies that the GTA forms a heteroduplex with recipient UNA 
via a single strand integration mechanism; (5) Gene transfer is about 
20-fold loss sensitive to phage antibody than is phage infection; (4j it is 
also several fold less sensitive to trypsin treatment of the phage than is 
phage infection; (5) In CsCl gradients the bulk of the GTA bands at a 
position more dense than the phage peak, in a region where EM examination 
shows a larg3 number of filled phage heads without tails [the cell DNA is 
slighr.ly less dense than the phage DNA, so chat one would not expect intact 
phage carrying cell DNA to band in this position]; and (6] Not all strains 
of cells susceptible to phage infection are susceptible to the GTA (so far 
only Rx derivatives, not R6, have been GTA recipients). 

At this time, a working hypothesis is that tailless phage heads carrying 
cell DNA can bind to noncompetent Rx cells in such a way as to release the 
DNA into the periplasmic space, where it enters the cell by the same endo-
nucleasc mechanism as does transforming DNA. Because DNase does not prevent 
the transfer, the association between phage head and endonuclease site may 
need to be rather tight. Because the total GTA activity is low (of the order 
of 30"5 per phage particle) it will be difficult to prove this hypothesis by 
direct examination of cell-particle interactions. However, the implications 
of the results so far are rather strong, and raise the possibility that 
similar phenomena may occur in other systems. Marrs [PNAS 71_, 971 (1973) J 
has described a DNase-rcsistant GTA in Rhodopseudomonas capsulata. However, 
his GTA does not appear to be associated with a phage. 

Cell mutants. One of the major objectives of the phage work is to 
provide assay systems for recombination processes between double-stranded 
DNAs, to allow characterization of presumptive rec" ceil strains which, for 
maximum utility, should be still transformable. The background for this 
argument is presented in the paper on mismatch correction, published in the 
Journal of Bacteriology (0R0-3941-26) and in last year's proposal. As 
described in the phage paper, ORO-3941-27, recombination between phagc-
mutants and multiplicity reactivation of UV-irradiated phage provide two 
such assays, and it was thought that transduction would give a third, until 
the results described above were found. We still hope to find a true 
transduction system. Meanwhile, a substantial effort is going to the develop-
ment of a series of hex* and hex" cell strains that arc lacking in one or more 
nucleases (endo-I, exo-III, exo-V), or are radiation sensitive and therefore 
perhaps rec'. 



A number of such strains are now on hand and have been or are being 
characterized for transformation, phage infection, transfection by 
replicating phage DNA and by monomeri«- phage DNA, "transduction," multi-
plicity reactivation, and phage recombination. Among the more interesting 
strains is one which has some of the properties expected of an excision-
defective and some of those expected of a rec mutant. It is highly 
transformable, about 10-fold more UV-sensitive than wild type for cell 
growth, for transformation by UV'd DNA, and for support of UY'd phage 
(HCR~), has the same X-ray sensitivity as wild type, but fails to allow 
multiplicity reactivation of UV'd phage. In E_. coli, uvr mutants have all 
these properties except the last, for which they give even more MR than 
does wild type. However, the lack of MR is what is found for rec" phage 
in rec" JH. coli. Clearly, this strain needs further study and will get it. 

Fine structure mapping and stimulated recombination. Another aspect 
of the system on which significant results are coming along is the 
stimulation of recombination over short distances by ultraviolet irradiation 
and the effect of varying the strand length of intracellular donor DNA on 
the recombination index for intragenic mapping. Last year we described 
results for the closely-linked str-r and dep (depressor) sites that were 
strongly suggestive of a dimer-stimulated gene conversion event accompanying 
the excision of a dimer in a preformed heteroduplex. These data were 
included in a discussion of the system at the Genetics Meetings in August, 
1975 (see 3RO-3941-2S, attached). The str-r dep system required brute force 
analysis of unselected clones, however, and to carry the analysis further 
we proposed using another gene that would allow direct selection of 
recombinants. Joseph Wagstaff, an undergraduate student on "independent 
study's has isolated a ne' set of spontaneous mutants in the thvA gene, 
coding for thymidylate synthetase, and has been analyzing the effects of 
a number of variables, including shear and 'JV irradiation, on the 
recombination frequencies among these mutants. 

His results have confirmed and extended our previous data, showing that 
recombination evon over short distances is strongly dependent on the length 
of the intracellular donor DNA and is strongly stimulated by UV even though 
the thy"1" marker is being inactivated. In addition, however, he has shown 
that intragenic recombination depends on the concentration of DNA to which 
the cells are exposed (increasing as concentration decreases), and this was 
a surprise. On hindsight, we realize that it is to be expected and th;-t it 
provides a further assay for events at the cell surface. The implication is 
that the cuts imposed on the donor DNA on the cell surface prior to en :ry 
(Morrison and Guild, 1973), increase in number when only one DNA molecule 
interacts with a cell. Conversely, when the cell surface is saturated with 
DNA, each molecule should receive fewer cuts because the nuclease causing 
the cuts is limiting. 

If this explanation is correct, it should be demonstrable by direct 
examination of strand lengths, and we have discussed such experiments with 
D. A. Morrison, who will try to look at this situation. The results at 
present suggest that the numbers we have used for intracellular strand length, 
based on uptake at one DNA concentration at 25°C, should be modified for 
exposure at other conditions. (The change is not a large one, but significant 
for some experiments.) 



These considerations, along with other experiments on transfection by 
monomeric phage DN'A, suggest strongly that we have by now identified three 
separate steps along the transformation pathway at which there is 
competition among donor DNA molecules - (i) for binding ('and initial 
cutting") sites, (ii) for entry sites (membrane-bound nuclease), and (iii) for 
hex action on intracellular heteroduplexes (Guild and Shoemaker, 1974). 

One area of work we proposed last year has been deferred, namely, 
the creation of recombinant pneumo-E. coli plasmids. Because pneunococcus 
is capable of being a pathogen, even though our strains themselves are not, 
the current restraints on making such plasmids have to be taken quite 
seriously. When the proper jE. coli strains are available and our state of 
confidence in the physical facilities available improves, wc shall return to 
this project. 
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